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To know just how the book will be, it will certainly be communicated with the efficiency and also look of
guide. The topic of guide that you wish to check out ought to be connected to the topic that you need or the
topic that you like. Reviewing common publication will certainly not be interested for you also you have
actually kept in on your hands. This is one trouble to constantly resolve. Yet below, when obtaining
Teaching The Reactive Dog Class: Leading The Journey From Reactivity To Reliability By Emma Parsons
as referral, you might not worry anymore.

Review
Emma was our biggest cheerleader. Without her classes and help I don't know where we would be. Once a
skeptic, I am now a believer. I only wish I had discovered Emma and clicker training sooner! --Jen Lihzis,
student
One of the most common, yet also most challenging, behavior problems that dog trainers are asked to
address is reactivity. Those who live with reactive dogs often feel discouraged and hopeless, and traditional
training methods often exacerbate the problem. Perhaps no one knows this frustration better than Emma
Parsons, Karen Pryor Academy (KPA) faculty member and award-winning author of the bestselling book
Click to Calm: Healing the Aggressive Dog. Based on years of experience helping countless clients and their
reactive dogs, as well as on her own experience with her golden retriever, Ben, Emma developed innovative
and effective strategies to calm and alter aggressive behavior. Emma's approach, explained fully in Click to
Calm, has allowed her to help many individual owner/pet teams with reactivity issues. With her new, highlyanticipated book Teaching the Reactive Dog Class: Leading the Journey from Reactivity to Reliability,
Emma expands her strategies and shares a better way to help even more owners and their dogs by offering
training in a group-learning environment. Presenting Emma Parsons' six-to-seven-week curriculum,
Teaching the Reactive Dog Class is designed as a blueprint for instructors and go-it-alone owners of reactive
dogs. --Nini Bloch, Editor
Emma helped me learn about thresholds, gave me tools to help heal my dog, encouraged me through the
downs, and gave great exercises for having fun with your dog while building your skills to help cope with
life. --Tish Webb, student
One of the most common, yet also most challenging, behavior problems that dog trainers are asked to
address is reactivity. Those who live with reactive dogs often feel discouraged and hopeless, and traditional
training methods often exacerbate the problem. Perhaps no one knows this frustration better than Emma
Parsons, Karen Pryor Academy (KPA) faculty member and award-winning author of the bestselling book
Click to Calm: Healing the Aggressive Dog. Based on years of experience helping countless clients and their
reactive dogs, as well as on her own experience with her golden retriever, Ben, Emma developed innovative

and effective strategies to calm and alter aggressive behavior. Emma's approach, explained fully in Click to
Calm, has allowed her to help many individual owner/pet teams with reactivity issues. With her new, highlyanticipated book Teaching the Reactive Dog Class: Leading the Journey from Reactivity to Reliability,
Emma expands her strategies and shares a better way to help even more owners and their dogs by offering
training in a group-learning environment. Presenting Emma Parsons' six-to-seven-week curriculum,
Teaching the Reactive Dog Class is designed as a blueprint for instructors and go-it-alone owners of reactive
dogs. --Nini Bloch, Editor
Emma helped me learn about thresholds, gave me tools to help heal my dog, encouraged me through the
downs, and gave great exercises for having fun with your dog while building your skills to help cope with
life. --Tish Webb, student
From the Inside Flap
Typically, people with dogs that bark and lunge at strangers or other dogs live in a bubble of fear,
hopelessness, and frustration. After years of experience working with countless clients and their reactive
dogs, and with Ben, her own aggressive dog, award-winning author Emma Parsons (Click to Calm) has
found a better way to help even more owners and their dogs: by carefully orchestrating controlled exposures
to triggers in a class setting.
A whole class full of reactive dogs sounds like a recipe for disaster, but it is precisely the formula of bringing
these frazzled owners together with their dogs in one room that makes the class work so well. Emma, her
assistants, and her students form a supportive community dedicated to helping each other and keeping
everyone safe. Enveloped in empathy, students learn to train their dogs to tolerate progressively greater
exposures to their classmates.
Teaching a reactive dog class is not for the inexperienced or the faint of heart; the challenges are many, but
the rewards are great. In Teaching the Reactive Dog Class, Emma presents an entire six-week curriculum
you can adjust to your needs. This blueprint for instructors and staff and for go-it-alone owners of reactive
dogs offers:
a week-by-week guide to class goals, key concepts, and crucial exercises
practical advice about what to do when things go wrong
a set of accompanying weekly student handouts of exercises (also available as downloadable PDFs)
background and principles every instructor should know
guidelines for recruiting, training, and using class assistants
special requirements for students
detailed recommendations for continuing training once students have completed the class
About the Author
Emma Parsons has been training dogs for more than 20 years, and currently is the Canine Behavior Training
Consultant for the VCA Rotherwood Animal Hospital in Newton, MA. She specializes in managing and
rehabilitating the reactive and aggressive dog. Emma is a faculty member of Karen Pryor Academy for
Animal Training & Behavior as well as of the Karen Pryor ClickerExpo Conferences. She gives Click to
Calm seminars around the world, teaching others how to manage and rehabilitate reactive and aggressive
dogs. She is a member of the Association of Pet Dog Trainers (APDT) and a Certified Dog Behavior

Consultant (CDBC) of the Canine International Association of Animal Behavior Consultants (IAABC).
Emma holds a BA degree from the University of Massachusetts, Lowell, and shares her life with her
husband, Greg, and their four clicker trained dogs three goldens, Lizzie-Taylor, Kayden-Blue, AustynRoque, and a Papillon, Wylie-Rae.
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Teaching The Reactive Dog Class: Leading The Journey From Reactivity To Reliability By Emma
Parsons. A work could obligate you to always enrich the understanding as well as experience. When you
have no enough time to boost it straight, you could obtain the experience and also knowledge from reviewing
the book. As everyone recognizes, book Teaching The Reactive Dog Class: Leading The Journey From
Reactivity To Reliability By Emma Parsons is incredibly popular as the window to open the globe. It means
that reading book Teaching The Reactive Dog Class: Leading The Journey From Reactivity To Reliability
By Emma Parsons will certainly offer you a brand-new method to locate every little thing that you require.
As guide that we will certainly supply below, Teaching The Reactive Dog Class: Leading The Journey From
Reactivity To Reliability By Emma Parsons
This is not sort of normal book. It offers you outstanding web content to acquire the motivations. Close to,
the visibility of this publication will lead you to always feel much better. You may not have to produce or
spend more time to go; the Teaching The Reactive Dog Class: Leading The Journey From Reactivity To
Reliability By Emma Parsons can be gotten from the soft documents. Yeah, as this is an internet collection,
you can locate several types and genres of guides based on the motifs that you actually need.
So why do you need to read this book? The answer is very straightforward. This publication is very
appropriate to exactly what you need to obtain now. This publication will help you to address the problem
that occurs today. By reading this book, you could see to it to yourself what to do more. As known, analysis
is likewise well known as a crucial task to do, by everybody. Never ever scared to take new activity in your
life!
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